Correct the Narrative
Cop Killer Confesses, Corporate Media Conceals!

On October 4th, 2022, honoring the birthday of Human Rights icon Imam Jamil Al-Amin formerly H. Rap Brown, we Unite our voices to call on CNN to tell the truth about his unjust incarceration.

For years the man who actually killed the cops confessed and now it is on video. We gather in Atlanta, at the CNN Center to make our call: “Show the world the truth!”.

The Imam Jamil Action Network
www.imamjamilactionnetwork.org
IJAN National: 1.833.999.IJAN
IJAN ATL: 770.866.7570

In Solidarity
African Wholistic Health Association
Black Alliance for Peace ATL
FTP
Moorish Science Temple #33 ATL
Workers World Party

12:00 PM We Rally OCT 4TH